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Meet Preview 

Cherokee Bluff High School will be hosting the “Crazy Relays at the Bluff” this Saturday. The field events 

kick off at 9:00 AM with the 4x1600 relay at 9:15 AM. The host team will be handing out batons to the 

top 3 in each event. Admission to the meet is $5, and all spectators and athletes must wear a mask. The 

weather is starting to look more favorable each day we get closer to meet day with the high around 66 

degrees with cloudy skies. Cherokee Bluff will be hosting Chestatee, Jackson County, Lumpkin County 

and White County. This will be the first meet to many of these teams. Cherokee Bluff High School took a 

small squad to Marietta High School last Saturday and broke 4 school records with the girl’s track team 

finishing 7th in a loaded meet. On Saturday there will be 3 teams from region 7-AAA: Lumpkin County, 

White County and Cherokee Bluff High School. How will these teams stack up with each other? Will they 

go full throttle, or will they hold back from each other? 

Field Events: 

Meghan Butler of Cherokee Bluff looks to sail high in the pole vault as she comes into the meet with 

highest mark from the previous season. The boys of White County will also have something to say in the 

pole vault as they entered five in the pole vault. Who will have the best day in the throws? Better keep 

some of that energy for the thrower’s relay! The girl’s jumps could be a battle to watch between White 

County and Cherokee Bluff girls. Hayden Gowin of Chestatee will be coming into this meet with the best 

mark in the boy’s triple jump jumping over 38 feet. 

 

Relays:   

The 4x1600 will be a race to watch since every team has 

entered each one team in this event. Who will say that 

they are the best distance team at this meet? The real 

crazy relays kick off at 11:50 AM with the 6x200 MIXED 

relay. Yes, I said MIXED, and they will alternating genders 

each time they hand off the baton. Who has the best 

sprinters in this one? The 4x800 relay has been added to 

the state meet this year. The crazy relays will have the 

4x800 as well. Will we see some distance runners 

“double up” in the 4x1600 and 4x800? I believe everyone 

is looking forward to watch the 4x100 shuttle  

        (Cherokee Bluff girls run the DMR at Marietta on 2/20/2021) 

 



 

hurdle MIXED relay. This will be ANOTHER MIXED relay. Who has the best hurdlers at this meet? Later in 

the meet, the thrower’s will have their say in the relays when they step on the track for the thrower’s 

MIXED 4x100 relay. This one should be fun. The last event…it always comes down to the 4x400, but how 

about a 4x400 MIXED? They will once again be alternating genders in this one. This meet is something 

you don’t see every day and will be a fun one to watch on Saturday at The Bluff. 

Meet Information: Crazy Relays at the Bluff 2021 - Meet Information (milesplit.com) 

https://ga.milesplit.com/meets/400309-crazy-relays-at-the-bluff-2021/info#.YDbvBjKSk2w

